
                COSWORTH PISTON INSTRUCTIONS - SUBARU 4 CYLINDER EJ205 & EJ257
                   Thank you very much for purchasing a set of genuine Cosworth Racing pistons.  What you have 
                   purchased is not only a high quality set of pistons, but also 50 years of racing heritage from F1, 
                   Champ Car, Prototypes, Forumla Atlantic, World Rally Championship, and many other forms of
                   high level motorsports.  Your new set of pistons have been designed and manufactered by the very 
                   same engineers, machinists, and machines as our motorsports pistons.

Part # Description: Bore & Stroke Comp.Ratio Ring Pack Part #  
20003667 Subaru EJ205/207 Engine KIT 92.0 x 75mm 8.0:1 20005160
20003678 Subaru EJ205/207 Engine KIT 92.5 x 75mm 8.0:1 20005161
20003685 Subaru EJ205/207 Engine KIT 92.0 x 79mm 8.5:1 20003605
20003687 Subaru EJ205/207 Engine KIT 92.5 x 79mm 8.5:1 20003607

Kit contents: Cosworth lightweight forged pistons x 4, EN39B tool steel wristpins x 4, 
wristpin circlips x 8

Replacement parts & Tools:  Wristpin PA2674
Circlip (2 per piston) PP5433
Circlip Insertion Tool SB8004

Nominal compression ratios:  With stock gasket thickness (0.78mm) and combustion chamber:
     (with stock chamber) 20003667/20003678 8.0:1

20003685/20003687 8.5:1

Piston to Valve clearance:  Due to the infinite combinations of valve, piston, head, and gasket
combinations, the P-V clearance must be checked and at least 0.040".

Piston to Cylinder clearance:  Measure piston size at 5.4mm from bottom of skirt.
Recommended clearance is 0.08-0.11mm (0.003-.0043")

Cylinder bore finish:  325 or 400 grit plus plateau hone
42-45 degree crosshatch

Wristpin to bore clearance:  0.005-0015mm (0.0002-.0006")
Deburr and ends of the wristpin locks before installation.

Information:  - Always use generous amounts of oil when installing piston into bore.
- Deburr piston rings immediately after filing and before installation.
- Deburr and ends of the wristpin locks before installation.
- Please ensure that bores are machined absolutely round. Tapered or oval bores
  will lead to shorter piston and ring life.
- Bore and hone the cylinder block with block halves torqued together and torque plate.
- Cosworth pistons are designed for racing and high performance purposes only.
  There are absolutely no warranties expressed or implied.  Cosworth is not responsible
  for any damages to engine, vehicle, or person, caused by piston failure.
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